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Shinique Smith, Splendid (detail), 2014. Ink, acrylic, fabric and collage, ribbon,
rope and yarn on wood panel. In “Shinique Smith,” Museum of Fine Arts, MA
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H.O. Hoffman, Cheers! An Art Deco New Year, 
drawing from the New Yorker magazine, 1920.

Bear Paw Quilt (detail), c. 1890-1910. Cotton. In “Two Color 
Wonders,” San Jose Museum of Quilts and Textiles, CA

Fred Tomaselli, Migrant Fruit Thugs, 2006. Leaves, photo collage, gouache, acrylic and resin on wood panel. 
In “The Singing and the Silence,” Smithsonian American Art Museum, DC

Scott Johnson, The Crossing, 2014. 
Graphite, juniper tree, clay and mild steel.  
In “Mute Earth: Scott Johnson,” Museum of Outdoor Arts, CO
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 The Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation announced today that 
an independent, 11-member jury has unanimously selected  
six concept designs as finalists from the 1,715 anonymous submis-
sions to the international architectural competition for a proposed 
Guggenheim museum in Helsinki, Finland. The short-listed entries 
come from both emerging and established architectural practices 
in seven countries and offer fresh and distinctive approaches to 
museum design and to the changing role of the 21st-century  
museum.

 These are the finalists:

GH-76091181 comprises a ring of slender, sculptural tow-
ers faced with timber 
shingles, reminiscent 
of vernacular architec-
ture, gathered around 
a cathedral-like central 
space. The towers, 
with their play of light 
and shadow, create an 
architectural beacon, 
visible by land or sea, 
while the central space, 
sheltered from ex-
tremes of weather yet 
part of the quayside, provides an exceptional new site for pub-
lic events on the waterfront. Exhibition galleries are housed in 
timber cabinets stacked within the towers. Bridges connecting 
the towers offer respite space for visitors between the art ex-
perience and the new viewing points over the city and harbor. 

GH-5631681770 
reconfigures circula-
tion and use of the 
East and West Har-
bors to establish an 
area of industrial ac-
tivity and an area of 
cultural activity, with 
the museum as the 
link between the city 
and the waterfront. 
In a critical shift 

from the idea of a building as static object to a building that 
accommodates the flux of daily life, a city street runs through 
the interior of the museum, opening it to appropriation by the 
citizens and creating a combination of programs: a museum 
program and an unpredictable street program, in which visi-
tors may become productive and creative users of the space.

GH-04380895 links the museum to the rest of the city 
through a pedestrian footbridge to Tähtitorninvuori Park and a 
promenade along the port, including a food hall and a market 
during the warm months. The museum programs are housed in 
pavilion-scale buildings 
treated as independent, 
fragmentary volumes 
within this landscape, 
allowing for a strong 
integration of outdoor 
display and event spaces 
with interior exhibition 
galleries. The ensemble 
is made to stand out 
from afar by being 

Progress Report:  
Jurors Select Six Finalists for Helsinki Guggenheim

Progress Report:  
Jurors Select Six Finalists for Helsinki Guggenheim

 

 

Guggenheim Helsinki Design Competition Finalists Unveiled  
 
Six Shortlisted Concept Designs Offer New Perspectives on Museum Architecture and 
Represent Both Emerging and Established Practices  
 
 
(HELSINKI, December 2, 2014) —The Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation announced today that an 
independent, 11-member jury has unanimously selected six concept designs as finalists from the 1,715 
anonymous submissions to the international architectural competition for a proposed Guggenheim 
museum in Helsinki, Finland. The shortlisted entries represent both emerging and established 
architectural practices in seven countries and offer fresh and distinctive approaches to museum design 
and to the changing role of the twenty-first-century museum.    
 
The finalists propose a range of responses to the competition brief, as illustrated in the synopses below: 
 

GH-76091181 comprises a ring of slender, 
sculptural towers faced with timber shingles, 
reminiscent of vernacular architecture, gathered 
around a cathedral-like central space. The towers, 
with their play of light and shadow, create an 
architectural beacon, visible by land or sea, while 
the central space, sheltered from extremes of 
weather yet part of the quayside, provides an 
exceptional new site for public events on the 
waterfront. Exhibition galleries are housed in 
timber cabinets stacked within the towers. Bridges 
connecting the towers offer respite space for 
visitors between experiencing art and offer new 
viewing points over the city and harbor. 

 
 
 
 
 

composed around a landmark tower. The use of charred timber in 
the facade evokes the process of regeneration that occurs when 
forests burn and then grow back stronger than before.

GH-121371443 drapes 
a skin of textured glass 
panels over a bar-like, 
two-story interior struc-
ture, creating an environ-
mentally sustainable public 
space between the facade 
and the gallery volumes, 
with natural light diffused 
throughout. In an unusual 
innovation, the element 
that makes the building 

sustainable—the intelligent glass wrapper, which uses technol-
ogy such as Nanogel glazing and rollable thermal shutters—is 
also the element that distinguishes the project visually, giving 
the building an ethereal presence. Within the building, an annex 
for the work of younger Nordic artists is paired with a market 
hall, and a service pavilion encloses a sculpture garden.

GH-1128435973 creates two facilities in dialogue with each 
other. The ground floor is an adaptive reuse of the existing 
Makasiini Terminal, conceived as a public space that extends  
the pedestrian boardwalk 
into the building. This 
is a place for education, 
civic activity, and incu-
bating ideas. The second 
floor is an exhibition 
hall on stilts, which hov-
ers above the terminal 
building, partly removed 
from everyday life. The 
long rectangular volume 
offers a flexible space 
for all types of exhibi-
tions and adheres to the notion of a museum as a space apart. 
Through this dual scheme, the proposed museum could engage 
its public to co-create value and meaning.

GH-5059206475 reuses 
the laminated wood struc-
ture of the Makasiini Ter-
minal to rebuild a wooden 
volume that exactly 
follows the geometry of 
the original, and preserves 
the current views from 
the park and the adjacent 
buildings. Within this 
structure—essentially an 

undisturbed network of existing conditions—the project creates 
31 rooms: eight of them measuring 20 x 20 m, 18 of them 6.5 x 
6.5 m, four of them 10 x 10 m, and one 40 x 100 m. This rigid 
set of spatial conditions is combined with a deliberate distribu-
tion of climates based on the program and principles of sustain-
ability, with each room acclimatized independently so that the 
galleries together form a “thermal onion.” ❒
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A Saga in Detroit
  Almost a century ago, in 1919, the donation-starved Detroit In-
stitute of Arts became a municipal department linked to the financial 
fortunes of an economically unstable city. That was the beginning of a 
saga that led to the edge of a financial precipice.
     In the last quarter of 2014, Detroit faced bankruptcy, and the muse-
um was threatened with having to rescue the city by selling its world-
class collection of artwork. A recent plan for saving the collection—
“the great bargain” as it is named—before disaster approached was put 
together with more than $800 million from foundations, private donors, 
and the State of Michigan. The museum, in essence, was ransomed 
from city ownership: the plan provided money to save public work-
ers’ pensions, so long as the museum was protected and owned by an 
independent charitable trust.
  Within weeks of the agreement, ownership of the Beaux-Arts 
building and the collection it houses was transferred to a trust, and 
with the help of tax funds from three surrounding counties (who had 
agreed in 2012 to help pay for operations), the museum was back on 
sound footing. Not without strain: millions had to be spent on lawyers 
and appraisers, all in preparation for the 
impending threat of bankruptcy. Fund 
raising was suspended. And the coffers of 
the museum were depleted with its com-
mitment to raise some $100 million as its 
part of the “great bargain.”
  The museum’s future is still uncertain. 
Help from the wealthy contributors who 
dug deep to come to the rescue of the 
museum will surely be down. The endow-
ment is low. But hope and plans run high; 
having been through many years of hard-
ship and deprivation, the museum with its 
shining collection, will go on. ❒

Below: Herbert Stewart Pullinger, Village Hotel (Lumberville, Bucks County, PA). 
Wood engraving on paper. In “Spirit of the Everyday,” Michener Art Museum, PA

Elite Colleges See the Light
 Riding a tsunami of ambitious new arts facilities, the elite cam-
puses across the country have taken on a new look, both academical-
ly and physically. Universities are busy asserting the value of the arts 
in a well-rounded education—aided by the deep pockets of wealthy 
alumni/ae willing to underwrite the new facilities. These very same 
facilities, arts centers with their theaters and exhibition spaces, help 
to improve communications between community and campus and, 
incidentally, satisfy the demand of students who have come to think 
that an advanced scholarly institution should have an art museum as 
a function of its standing as a place of learning.
  The signs of it are everywhere. After many years, the Harvard Art 
Museums have recently reopened: a vastly renovated Fogg Museum 
is now equipped with an additional lab, conservation suite, and study 
center. The Yale half-billion-dollar renovation in the 1990s included 
new buildings for art, art history, architecture, music, and theater. 
The crowning achievement: the new Yale University Art Gallery, 
opened in 2012—three disparate buildings merged into one great 
museum. Stanford University is adding an entire arts district around 
its Cantor Arts Center: a concert hall; the Anderson Collection that 
opened in 2014, home for postwar modern and contemporary art; a 
new art and art history building to open in 2015. The University of 
Chicago unveiled the Reva and David Logan Center for the Arts in 
2012 providing space for studio art, film, theater, and music. Rice 
University will provide classical music students with a new opera 
theater. Princeton University, after much struggle, has taken over the 
New Jersey Transit rail station to accommodate its 140,000-square-
foot Lewis Center for the Arts, scheduled to open in 2017.
 Directors vary in their thoughts about burgeoning fervor for the 
arts on campus. Stanley Katz, director of Princeton’s Center for Arts 
and Cultural Policy Studies says “So far as I can tell, the expansion 
contributes in only modest ways to the intellectual mission of the 
university….Arts appeal to certain wealthy alumni who are more 
likely to give money to this sort of thing than something else.” Princ-
eton   president, Christopher Eisgruber speculates that both alumni/
ae and campus community “believe we must make it possible for 
the human spirit to soar.” Harvard’s museum director Thomas Lentz 
expands on his task: “…we had to rebuild not just collections but 
connections to the university.” Aside from facilities “that were crum-
bling,” he said, “there had been a disconnect from the rest of the 
university. Very few students using the museum were from Harvard. 
We had to reposition the museum to a more central position with an 
educational mission, to be a bigger part of the cognitive life of the 
university, or we would have no traction at all.”  ❒

Top left: Antonio de Torres, The Adoration of the Shepherds (detail), 1729. 
In “Mexican Baroque Masterpieces,” San Angelo Museum of Fine Arts, TX
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Charles Ritchie, November. In “Drawings, Journals and Prints,” Ortlip Art Gallery, Houghton College, NY

Madame, 
Collector 
Extraordinaire
 From humble origins in small-
town Jewish Poland to global icon 
of feminine entrepreneurship and 
leader in art, fashion, design, and 
philanthropy—this was the journey 
taken by Helena Rubinstein, culmi-
nating as head of a cosmetics empire 
that extended across four continents. 
She was the first modern self-made 
woman magnate, ahead of her time in her embrace of cultural and artis-
tic diversity: she was not only an early patron of European and Latin 
American modern art, but also she was one of the earliest collectors of 
African and Oceanic sculpture. She was known to all as “Madame.”
 With apologies to no one, Madame helped break down the status quo 
of taste by blurring boundaries between commerce, art, fashion, beauty, 
and design. Her collection, dispersed at auction in 1966, featured 
works by Picasso, Nadelman, Kahlo, Ernst, Fini, Miró, and Matisse, 
among other bright lights; African and Oceanic art; miniature rooms; 
jewelry; clothing designed by Balenciaga, Schiaparelli, and Poiret; 
and portraits made by leading artists of the day including Warhol and 
Picasso, who made some 30 drawings of her in 1955.
 Before it was common to consider African and Oceanic works as 
high “art,” she amassed a brilliant collection—one of the first of such 
collections in the 20th century. She delighted in displaying works from 
a broad range of cultures in her salons and her many homes: masks, 
reliquary figures, and Fang heads from Gabon; puppet headdresses 
from Mali; a Lake Sentani figure from New Guinea; a Yoruba head 
from Nigeria, for example.

Escape
 In 1888, Helena fled the prospect of an arranged marriage, and 
eight years later found her way from Krakow to Vienna to Australia 
where she established her first Helena Rubinstein & Co. with the logo 
“Beauty is Power.” By the turn of the century, when the use of cosmetics 
was frowned upon by the middle class gentry, Rubinstein & Co. was chal-
lenging the precept that painted faces were only appropriate for 
actresses and prostitutes. Women, she believed, should be able 
to define themselves—an empowering concept at the time.
 Inspired by the tradition of European literary salons,  
Rubinstein had the idea that her salons could be used as 
intimate environments where progressive ideas could be 
exchanged under the guidance of a sophisticated patroness. 
The salons were successful, and she moved on to establish 
more in London, Paris, and after the outbreak of WWI, in 
New York in 1915. But before that, the huge suffragist rally 
of 1911, and the Armory Show of avant-garde European art 
in 1913 led to more commercial success—women wearing 
lip rouge as a badge of emancipation.

The 1920s and Beyond
 By now a wealthy, influential business woman, Rubinstein 
became known as an art collector with little interest in the con-
ventional standards; she bought what she liked and learned as 
she bought. Her eclectic taste was to distinguish her collection 
from the more conservative elite tastes in fashionable circles. 
 And by mid-century, her homes in London, Paris, New 
York, the south of France, and Greenwich, Connecticut, 
functioned as ever more public platforms for the display of 
her collections. Salvador Dali and various forward-looking 
interior designers created the unconventional décors that 
housed a panoply of cultures and artistic approaches. It was 

this kaleidoscopic variety of styles that served to level snobbish aes-
thetic taste and expand the sense of who and what could be considered 
beautiful.  q
[Information for this article was supplied by the Jewish Museum (NY) 
where the exhibition “Helena Rubinstein: Beauty is Power” is on dis-
play through March 22.] 

New Ideas; New Acolytes
 Some museums are experimenting with a new on-line service. At 
Yerba Buena Center for the Arts (CA), for example, the new program 
is called YBCA:You. For $15 a month, participants get their own 
personal art coach to help them “navigate the myriad programs and 
events taking place each month at the center and elsewhere in the Bay 
Area,” explains the circular put out by the center. Included in the deal 
are discounts and access to exclusive and social events. A participant 
in the program wrote: “The YBCA:You program has been one of the 
best investments I’ve made. I feel like it’s a combination of continuing 
education, social hour, and life coaching—like a really good gym, but 
for art. I love it.”
 More responses:
 “Yes. I want a personal training coach for art. Or history. Or science. 
I want to check out a guide from a museum-based human library on 
my way into the galleries. Or a musician who will create a bespoke 
live soundtrack for my visit. What a great way to foster a personal and 
personalized relationship with the museum, and delve deeper into my 
interests.” 
 “I chose YBCA:You as my real-life museum example because it is 
low tech and based on face-to-face communication. The tradeoff is, it 
is resource intensive and hard to scale. Technology gives us ways to 
create ‘mass personalization’ that can deliver similar services to far 
more people, albeit with a less human touch based on the preferences 
I’ve programmed into its algorithm. (It’s sort of like a Pandora or 
Spotify for art.) I’ve speculated (on the blog, and in this recent article 
in the NYT) that cognitive computing and natural language capabili-
ties makes the Artificial Intelligence program IBM Watson a perfect 
candidate for a yet-to-be-invented digital ‘personal museum learning 
agent.’”
 “For now, I hope some museums try sticking up a sign at their front 
desk, and seeing which visitors take them up on the offer….”  q

Marie Laurencin, Portrait of Helena Rubinstein, 
1934. Oil on canvas. In “Helena Rubinstein: 

Beauty is Power,” Jewish Museum, NY



Report from AAM: The 2014 
National Museum Salary Study
 The National Museum Salary Study, the only comprehensive study of 
its kind for the diverse field of museums was published by the American 
Alliance of Museums in association with the six regional museum as-
sociations across the country. An excerpt of the study follows:
 In the 2012 National 
Comparative Museum 
Salary Study, significantly 
more museums saw their 
staff size decline than grow 
between 2008 and 2010. 
This year, when asked 
to share change in staff-
ing from the end of 2012 
to 2013, more museums 
increased than decreased 
staff; however, the majority 
of museums maintained the 
same staff size. The largest 
museums by budget size 
did the best job of increas-
ing staff levels: 35.5% of 
museums with operating 
budgets above $3 million 
experienced a net increase 
in staffing, as opposed to 
7.8% of museums with op-
erating budgets of $250,000 
or below. Regionally, 
museums in the Western 
Museums Association were 
least likely to face a decline 
in staffing (6.9%), while 
Mid-Atlantic Association 
of Museums was the most 
likely to experience net 
increases in staff (33.0%). 
Art museums reported the 
greatest net growth. 
 In museums with operat-
ing budgets up to $250K, 
women outnumber men 2 
to 1 in director positions. 
The disparity decreases 
with budget size, and at 
museums with budgets at or 
above $1M, the ratio of female to male directors is 1 to 1.3. The fact that 
women directors are more common in small museums may explain some 
of the pay disparity as well. Women directors earn 71 cents for every 
dollar earned by male directors, as calculated from the medians of this 
survey. The comparable wage gap nationally is 82 cents to the dollar (na-
tional data taken from the Institute for Women’s Policy Research report, 
The Gender Wage Gap: 2013).
 Two-thirds of all full-time paid museum professionals in the 2012 
survey were women, which is consistent with the results of this year’s 
survey. Women outnumbered men in 41 of the 52 full-time positions, 
ranging from 91.2% of people serving as Administrative Assistant to 
Director or Department/Division Head to 54.5% classified as Conservator 
A. Men significantly outnumbered women in just a few areas of museum 
practice, including IT, exhibit installation, facilities, and security. Very 
few positions demonstrated gender balance; the closest were Imaging 
Manager, Head of Imaging/Visual Services, and Web Manager.  q

[The entire study is available in the AAM bookstore.]   

Success Story:
Crow’s Shadow Institute
  Using art as a transformative tool in the Native American com-
munity was the seed idea of artist James Lavadour (from Walla Walla, 
WA) and his friends and supporters. Together in 1992 they incorporat-
ed Crow’s Shadow Institute of the Arts in Pendleton, OR, a non-profit 

organization aimed at pro-
viding opportunities for 
Native Americans through 
artistic development.
 In 2001 Crow’s Shadow 
turned its focus to fine-art 
printmaking and an artist-
in-residence program 
in which artists could 
expand their portfolios 
by creating high-quality 
prints. The printing studio 
is managed by Master 
Printer Frank Janzen, a 
graduate of the Tamarind 
Institute (NM), under 
whose leadership the 
studio became a world-
class facility that offers 
professional workspace 
to produce most forms of 
printmaking. A two-week 
period of work by artists 
at the studio typically 
ends with one or more 
editions. The institute 
then takes on the re-
sponsibility to share and 
market the work and offer 
it to collectors, galleries, 
and museums.  q

[A traveling exhibition of 
prints is on view at the 
Missoula Art Museum 
(MT) through March 21.]  

Something Old; 
Something New
by Stephanie Miller, Museum magazine, March/April 2014

  While most new museum projects and additions incorporate 
energy-efficient strategies as part of the design, it is remarkable for 
a century-old building to be retrofitted to achieve similar results. So 
when the Toledo Museum of Art’s (OH) 102-year-old main building 
went “off the grid” for the first time last year, it marked a milestone 
not only in the museum’s 20-year sustainability efforts bur for historic 
museum architecture across the country.
 Since May 2013, the museum has realized off-the-grid status 
multiple times, returning energy to the electrical grid and becoming a 
brief provider of energy in the process. Sound incredible? This is the 
story of a museum on a mission: to save energy and ultimately  
to save money, while never losing sight of the visitor experience  

Continued on next page

Jean Metzinger, Untitled (Cafe Scene),
1919. Oil on canvas. In “Fractured Lens,”
Chrysler Museum of Art, VA
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and the safety of the objects in its care.
 It all started back in 1992. Taking the long view, the museum 
embarked on a plan to reduce energy consumption over time in 
order to relieve the operating budget pressures typical of a nonprofit 
museum….
 The first order of business was to examine all of the building 
systems to determine what could reasonably be replaced and iden-
tify where improvement could be most effectively leveraged. For 
instance, old motors were replaced with high-efficiency versions, 
and incandescent lights were replaced with fluorescents. As solar 
technology progressed, [the chief operating office and the director of 
physical plant and capital projects who together spearheaded the ef-
fort] studied whether the museum’s geographic location and site lent 
themselves to solar power; the answer was decidedly yes. Among 
the sustainable energy practices that the museum concentrated on 
were solar, energy-efficient lighting, and microturbines and chillers. 
Through projects small and large, executed largely by museum staff, 
Toledo Museum of Art invested in a series of energy alternatives 
while preserving the climate controls required for all art museums 
and enhancing the quality of the audience experience. The results 
were dramatic: as energy needs were significantly reduced, hundreds 
of thousands of dollars in cost savings were realized—critical funds 
that could be funneled back into mission-centric exhibitions and 
programs.  q

A Bit about El Greco
  Domenikos Theotokopoulos, universally known as El Greco, was 
born on the Greek island of Crete, where he achieved mastery as a 
painter of Byzantine icons. Aspiring to success on a larger stage, 
he moved to Venice in his late twenties and absorbed the lessons of 
High Renaissance masters, especially Titian and Tintoretto. In 1570 
he departed for Rome, where he studied the work of Michelangelo 
and encountered the style known as mannerism, which rejected the 
logic and naturalism of Renaissance art.

 El Greco relocated to Spain in 1576 and spent the rest of his life 
in Toledo, where he finally received the major commissions that had 
eluded him in Italy. Unlike the Italian mannerists, who aimed at el-
egant artifice, El Greco used their dramatically elongated figures and 
ambiguous treatment of space for expressive ends, creating transcen-
dent works that, like the icons of his youth, convey deep spirituality. 
Blending diverse influences—Byzantine, Renaissance, mannerist—he 
developed a unique style that captures the religious fervor of Counter-
Reformation Spain.  q

Here Comes the Future
   The next triennial to be held at the New Museum (NY) signals the 
divide between tradition, looking back, and the post-internet world, 
the future. The triennial is, in terms expressed by the New Museum, 
“predictive, rather than retrospective.”
  In fact, much interest and dynamism in the today’s art world exists 
outside the commercial arena: performance art, curator/artist col-
lectives, and the continuing emergence of online-based work and 
“post-internet” art, or art that is “consciously created in a milieu that 
assumes the centrality of the network, and that often takes everything 
from the physical bits to the social ramifications of the internet as  
fodder.” So says Karen Archey and Robin Peckham about their Bejing 
show “Art Post-Internet.” 
 Artists working in this post-digital sphere sense a separation from 
the existing market. Many see themselves as operating outside the 
major commercial galleries and multimillion-dollar sales.  As Ms. 
Archey has said: “It’s partially that the art world is a really gross 
fierce place, and I think that people who work online and do so ex-
clusively, do so for a reason. Just to speculate, I think they don’t want 
to be part of the market, but also feel that they don’t feel that they’re 
capable of existing in it.”  q

Babak Tafreshi (Iran), Alamut Starry Night, Archival inkjet print. In “Starstruck,” Michener Art Museum, PA
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Kudos Awarded in Georgia
 The Georgia Museum of Art at the 
University of Georgia won an outstand-
ing exhibit certificate and three publication 
awards from the 2014 Southeastern Museum 
Conference at its annual meeting. The exhi-
bition “Cercle et Cerré and the International 
Spirit of Abstract Art” became the holder 
of the 2014 Certificate of Commendation, 
celebrating the excellence in research, 
design, development, educational value, and 
effectiveness of the show.
 The museum also earned a silver award 
in the newsletter category for Facet, its 
quarterly publication that features events 
and exhibitions. Exuberance of Meaning: 
The Art Patronage of Catherine the Great 
(1762-1792), won honorable mention in the 
books and catalogues category, and Inspired 
Georgia: 28 Works  from Georgia’s State Art 
Collection, honorable mention in the gallery 
guides category.

Guggenheim Celebrated 
in Abu Dhabi
 The Guggenheim Abu Dhabi’s pre-
opening exhibition, “Seeing Through Light: 
Selections from the Guggenheim Abu Dhabi 
Collection,” at the Manarat Al Saadiyat on 
Saadiyat Island, featured artworks by 19 
international artists from the 1960s to the 
present who focused on the theme of light.
 Rita Aoun-Abdo, executive director, Cul-
tural Sector, Abu Dhabi Tourism & Cultural 
Center commented: “The Guggenheim Abu 
Dhabi is not yet a physical place, but it is 
already providing a dynamic platform for 
interrogating the history of art and con-
templating both the present and future of 
contemporary art.” 

Cultural Achievement 
Awarded
 The Americas Society (NY) named Mexi-
can artist Gabriel Orozco winner of its first 
Cultural Achievement Award for his artistic 
excellence and his contribution to the cre-
ation of a language in Latin American con-
temporary art that has a global appeal. His 
artwork navigates a diverse range of media 
including drawing, installation, photography, 
sculpture, and video. Through photography 
and installations, he presents a critical  
oeuvre informed by post-colonial thinking 
and contemporary sculpture.

Latin American & Caribbean 
Art Fostered in Florida
 The new Latin American & Caribbean 
Program at Florida International University’s 
Frost Art Museum will create a national 
resource for Latin American and Caribbean 
studies by combining academics, research, 
and diverse interpretive techniques. The en-
dowment of the program covers exhibitions, 
educational programs, publications, and 
activities relating to artists who, while work-
ing anywhere in the world, have family roots 
in South America, Central America, Mexico, 
or the Caribbean.
 The program is designed to include tempo-
rary touring, and web-based exhibitions and 
programs; ongoing presentations and artist 
residencies; the resources to publish articles 
and exhibitions catalogs; and collection 
growth, documentation, care, and preserva-
tion of the art.

From West Bend (WI)
to Luxembourg
 It’s an unlikely pairing, but it works. 
Conceptual photographer and filmmaker 

Lois Bielefeld has been chosen by the Mu-
seum of Wisconsin Art in concert with the 
Ansay Development Corporation to be the 
first winner of the new Artist-in-Residence 
Program in Luxembourg. Born in Milwaukee, 
Bielefeld splits her efforts between fine art, 
commercial, and fashion photography and has 
exhibited in both group and solo shows.
 A biennial program, the Artist-in-Residence 
Program in Luxembourg is open to artists 
working in any medium who either live in 
Wisconsin currently or have had transfor-
mational art experiences there that link them 
to the state. Preference is given to emerging 
artists with a proven track record, and mid-
career artists with gallery representation and a 
growing reputation.
 For three months, the selected artist lives 
and works at Bourglinster Castle, just 15 
miles outside Luxembourg City. Housing, 
travel, and a monthly stipend for those three 
months are supplied by the program. And, 
working with five to six other artists from 
around the world, the artist has complete free-
dom in his/her work and in making connec-
tions in Europe.

Oakland Museum 
“On the Go”– in more 
ways than one…
 “Fertile Ground, Art and Community in 
California,” an exhibition on view at the  
Oakland Museum of California is part of  
an ongoing program conceived by the  
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art.  
The “On the Go” program is one of collabora-
tive museum exhibitions and other off-site 
presentations created by the San Francisco 
Museum of Modern Art taking place while its 
building is temporarily closed for expansion 
construction through early 2016.
 In another event, the Oakland Museum 
of California announced that it has entered 
an agreement with its advocate and friend, 
highly regarded sculptor, and long-time West 
Oakland resident Bruce Beasley. At issue is 
Besley’s large West Oakland studio complex, 
to be bequeathed to the museum as the future 
Bruce Beasley Sculpture Center, together 
with Beasley’s collection of his own work and 
related archival materials.
 The studio, a complex of multiple working 
studio spaces and both indoor and outdoor gal-
leries on two sides of a street in West Oakland, 
comes to the museum with an endowment to 
support operations and programming for the 
future—the gift estimated at about $20 million.

Whitney Studio Named 
a National Treasure
 The National Trust for Historic Preservation 
named the Whitney Studio in Greenwich Vil-
lage (NY) a National Treasure because of its 
distinct architectural and cultural importance.

Continued on next page
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 It was built in 1877 and served as a car-
riage house until its conversion in 1907 to 
a studio and private salon for sculptor and 
arts patron Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney. 
In 1918, Vanderbilt commissioned Robert 
Winthrop Chanler to design the space, 
which she used to showcase American art 
and in doing so spurred the modern art 
movement in the United States. In 1929 
the space became the original site of the 
Whitney Museum of American Art.
 “The Whitney Studio is the cradle of 
the modern American art movement,” said 
Stephanie Meeks, president of the National 
Trust for Historic Preservation. “A restored 
Studio will once again provide inspiring 
interior space for emerging artists, while 
also serving as a historic and educational 
resource, showing the stories of 20th-centu-
ry masters….”
 
American “Knighted”
in France
 Executive Director of the Monterey 
Museum of Art (CA) Carlotte Eyerman, 
Ph.D., was awarded the insignia of Cheva-
lier in the Order of Arts and Letters (Ordre 
des Arts et des Lettres). On behalf of the 
French Ministry of Culture and Commu-
nication, Consul General of France in Los 
Angeles Axel Cruau bestowed the honor 
(the equivalent of knighthood) at a private 
ceremony in Beverly Hills (CA). 
  The order was established in 1957 to rec-
ognize eminent artists, writers, and people 
who have contributed to furthering the arts 
in France and throughout the world. It is 
given three times annually. Other Ameri-
can recipients include Paul Auster, Omette 
Coleman, Agnes Gund, Marilyn Horne, Jim 
Jarmusch, Richard Meier, Robert Paxton, 
Robert Redford, Meryl Streep, Uma Thur-
man, William S. Burroughs, and Philip 
Glass.
 Dr. Eyeman was recognized as Chevalier 
for her promotion of French culture and 
heritage as a scholar, curator, and museum 
professional over the past 20 years. She 
earned Masters and Doctoral degrees in the 
History of Art at the University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley, specializing in 19th-century 
French art and culture. She spent a semes-
ter abroad in France while attending Holy 
Cross College (MA) to earn her B.A. That 
experience, she believes, launched her life-
long engagement with French culture.
 Her previous affiliations in the art and 
museum world include Union College, The 
J. Paul Getty Museum, The Saint Louis Art 
Museum, Gagosian Gallery, and FRAME 
(the French Regional American Museum 
Exchange).

Oceana in 
Boston
 The Museum 
of Fine Arts, 
Boston, opened 
its new Arts of 
the Pacific Gal-
lery in Novem-
ber 2014.  The 
diverse works 
on display 
represent four 
main cultural 
spheres in the 
region (known 
as Oceana, the 
Pacific Islands, 
or the South 
Seas): Polyne-
sia, Melanesia, 
Micronesia, and the island of Southeast Asia 
(including Indonesia and the Philippines). 
This amalgam of objects date mostly from 
the 19th to early 20th centuries and attest 
to the distinctive use of many materials and 
forms. For example, works include Melane-
sian sculptures, monumental Dayak guardian 
figures from Borneo, richly carved ornamen-
tal artworks from the Maori peoples of New 
Zealand, Indonesian textiles, and Polynesian 
tapa cloths.
 The gallery is grouped thematically, rather 
than chronologically or geographically, 
highlighting conceptual and stylistic connec-
tions between the islands, which have been 
linked through the centuries by migration 
and trade. The influence of the region’s main 
religions—Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, and 
Christianity, as well as the belief in tradition-
al local spirits and deities—is also reflected 
in the exhibition as a whole.

New Museums Debut 
This Year 
…in Miami (FL)
 A newborn museum opened with a Miami-
style splash…in Miami…in December. The 
Institute of Contemporary Art, Miami, 
opened its doors in the historic Moore Build-
ing at the heart of the city’s design district 
amid the kerfuffle of Art Basel Miami Beach.
 The museum was founded last spring by 
deputy director and chief curator Alex Gar-
tenfeld, who formerly operated galleries from 
his Manhattan apartments. The two inaugural 
exhibitions spotlight the work of the Mexican 
artist Pedro Reyes and the New York artist 
Anra Ursuta.
 “We see our mission as a unique one 
within this country, which is to foster experi-
mentation,” said Mr. Gartenfeld. In Miami, 
he said, “you can do anything.”

…in New York
 Long awaited and devoted to the events of 
September 11, 2001, the National Septem-
ber 11 Memorial Museum opened its doors 
underneath the cite of Ground Zero in lower 
Manhattan. Designed by Davis Brody Bond 
architects, two exhibition halls were placed in 
the footprints of the twin towers of the World 
Trade Center. The memorial show tells the 
story of the 2,983 people who died on 9/11, 
and the historical display recounts the recov-
ery effort. A controversial history of the Al 
Qaeda terrorist organization is also included. 
…in Cambridge (MA)
     The Renzo Piano renovation of the Harvard 
Art Museums unites under a pyramid-shaped 
glass roof the Fogg Museum (European and 
U.S. art), the Busch-Reisinger Museum (art 
from German Speaking countries), and the 
Arthur M. Sackler Museum of Asian Art. Ac-
cording to Director Thomas Lentz, the project 
has encouraged collaboration among the three 
entities. 
…in Williamstown (MA)
     Three-quarters of the renovated Sterling 
and Francine Clark Art Institute are below 
ground. The expansion took four architecture 
firms 12 years to complete. The original Neo-
Classical-style marble building was recon-
figured, a new visitor center was added, and 
galleries were enlarged to allow the museum 
to host major loan exhibitions. 
…in Aspen (CO)
     The Aspen Art Museum, the first U.S. 
museum designed by the 2014 Pritzker Prize 
winner, Japanese architect Shigeru Ban, is 
covered in a “basket weave exterior.” It offers 
a roof deck with panoramic views of the sur-
rounding mountains, and a sculpture garden. 

Philip Koch, Deep Forest Pool. In “The Mirror of Nature,”  
Washington County Museum of FIne Arts, MD

Continued on next page
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The new structure was financed entirely 
with private funds, most of which came 
from collectors on the board.

New York Critic Names His 
10 Top Shows of the Year
     1.  John Gerrard’s “Solar Reserve (To-
nopah, Nevada)”, Installed on the plaza of 
New York’s Lincoln Center. 

 2.  “Kazimir Malevich” survey at the 
Tate Modern in London.

 3.  “Christopher Williams: The Produc-
tion Line of Happiness” at the Museum of 
Modern Art in New York.

 4.  “Jeff Koons” retrospective at the 
Whitney Museum of American Art in New 
York,

 5.  “Here and Elsewhere,” Arab art at the 
New Museum in New York.

 6.  “13 Most Wanted Men: Andy Warhol 
and the 1964 World’s Fair,” a collaboration 
between the Queens Museum in New York 
and the Andy Warhol Museum in Pitts-
burgh.

   7.  “Provenance,” Amie Siegel’s video at 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New 
York.

 8.  “Kara Walker’s A Subtlety,” a 75-foot-
long sphinx coated in sugar, on view at the 
decommissioned Domino Sugar Factory in 
New York.  

 9.  “Charles James: Beyond Fashion,” 
gowns and dresses from the first half of the 
20th century at the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art.

 10. “Warhol’s Empire,” a seven-hour 
uncut screening of the Empire State build-
ing at all hours of the day at the Fuentes 
gallery in New York.

[Choices by Blake Gopnik]

New Life Flowers in an 
Old Mansion
    The 19th-century mansion built by 
industrialist and philanthropist Andrew 
Carnegie has been restored to its original 
grandeur and to its long-time use as the 
Cooper-Hewitt, Smithsonian Design 
Museum. But as of its opening in mid-
December after a $91 million, three-year 
renovation, it is now home to one of the 
highest-tech museums in the U.S.
 In the entrance Great Hall, visitors can 
browse images of the museum’s collec-
tion on the “largest multi-user, 
ultra-high-definition touch screen. 
Upstairs in the Immersion Room, 
visitors can select and project one 
of 500 digital images of wallpaper 
patterns onto the wall at full scale. 
And most anticipated of all, “The 
Pen,” offered with an admission 
ticket, allows visitors to scan wall 
labels, build a virtual collection, 
and create their own designs on 
interactive tables in the galleries. 
“The Pen symbolizes our shift 
from a museum of making to a 
museum of doing,” says Caroline 
Baumann, director.
 The inaugural “Tools” exhibi-
tion presents a range of objects 

from the Stone Age to the Space 
Age. The first long-term survey of 
the museum’s collection, “Making 
Design,” also juxtaposes the old 
and the new and at the same time 
introduces the key elements of 
design: form, color, line, pattern, 
and texture. “It’s not chronologi-
cal—the idea is to throw people 
into the continuum of design and 
educate them about the process,” 
says Baumann.

French Sculpture
in the U.S. Archived
    The Nasher Sculpture Center 
(TX), in partnership with the Uni-
versity of Texas at Dallas, the In-
stitut National d’Histoire de l’Art, 
the Musée D’Orsay, the Musée 
Rodin, and the Ecole du Louvre in 
Paris, announced a new website: 
the Census of French Sculpture in 
American Public Collections. It 

is the first comprehensive catalogue of French 
sculpture in the United States, listing all French 
sculpture, dating from 1500 to 1960, to be found 
in American public collections—museums, 
historic houses, government buildings, corporate 
collections, and public space. It includes 7,500 
works by 680 artists in 305 locations. Over time, 
additional objects will be added with the goal of 
expanding the Census’s online content by more 
than 50 percent, to include 15,000-20.000 sculp-
tures nationwide.
     Director of the Census Laure de Margerie 
comments: “It is our goal to make the website 
an invaluable resource for a varied audience: 
museum professionals, curators, conservators, 
scholars, historians, professors, students, collec-
tors, dealers, auctioneers, and all those interested 
in French sculpture or wishing to discover, learn, 
and appreciate the field.” q

Cooper–Hewitt, Smithsonian Design Museum, NY

William Glackens, Café de la Paix, c. 1906. 
Oil on canvas. In “Highlights from the William 
Glackens Collection,” Museum of Art, Fort 
Lauderdale, FL
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Arkansas
Arkansas Arts Center, Little Rock q 
“William Beckman: Drawings, 1967-
2013” (Feb. 1) Monumental portraits of 
friends and family members as well as 
nude images of the artist and his wife.

California
Laguna Art Museum, Laguna Beach 
q “California Rural, 1940s and 1950s, 
from the Collection of Diane and E. 
Gene Crain” (Feb. 15) Paintings by the 
Regionalists of the California Water Color 
Society who concentrated on the rich 
landscape and agrarian culture of their 
state. 

Monterey Museum of Art q La Mirada: 
“Monterey Now: Warren Chang” (Apr. 6) 
Monterey native son, influenced by such 
lesser lights as Vermeer, Millet, and Hom-
er, paints realistic images of biographical 
interiors and local fieldworkers.

Oakland Museum of California q “Fer-
tile Ground: Art and Community in Cali-
fornia” Art and ephemera tell the stories 
of four creative communities at decisive 
moments in the history of California art: 
the circle of artists around Diego Rivera and 
Frida Kahlo in San Francisco in the 1930s; the 
painters and photographers associated with the 
California School of Fine Arts in the 1940s and 
1950s, including Rothko, Still, Diebenkorn, 
and others; the faculty and students at UC 
Davis in the 1960s and 1970s, among them 
Wayne Thiebaud and Bruce Nauman; and the 
streetwise, idealistic artists of the new Mission 
Scene in the 1990s through the present. 

Palm Springs Art Museum q “Jennifer 
Karady: In Country, Soldiers’ Stories From 
Iraq and Afghanistan” (Mar. 29) A series of 
photographs showing the experiences of U.S. 
veterans from the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan 
while making evident the human cost of their 
service to our country; accompanying text 
is taken from words spoken by the soldiers 
themselves.

San Jose Museum of Quilts and Textiles q 
Through Mar. 1: “Antique Ohio Amish Quilts 
from the Darwin D. Bearley Collection” Bed, 
crib, and doll quilts that illustrate the breadth 
of the quilt-making tradition between 1880 and 
1940; strong graphics and vivid color combina-
tions have inspired artists since they were first 
seen outside the Amish community; “Amish: 
The Modern Museum” Part II of a  
juried exhibition of quilts made by three 
Bay area Modern Quilt Guilds, the members 
of which were inspired by Amish makers; 
“Two Color Wonders” A selection from the 
museum’s permanent collection that clearly 
illustrates the power of a limited color palette.

Santa Monica Museum of Art q Through 
Apr. 26: “Brian Weil 1979-95: Being in the 
World” First career retrospective: photographs 
that shed light on insular communities dur-
ing the 1980s and 90s in five sections —Sex, 
Miami Crime, Hasidim, AIDS, and Trans-
gender; “Moshe Ninio: Rainbow Rug” First 

solo appearance on the West coast, this Israeli 
artist’s drawings, photographs, and videos offer 
insights into universal themes.

Cantor Arts Center, Stanford University, Stan-
ford q Through Mar. 16: “Loose in Some Real 
Tropics: Robert Rauschenberg’s Stoned Moon 
Projects, 1969-70” (Mar. 16) Invited by NASA 
to document the space program, Rauschenberg 
produced Stoned Moon, a series of prints, col-
lages, and drawings, Rauschenberg’s responses 
to the experience of witnessing the launch of 
Apollo 11, that together mark a moment in 
American, scientific and art  history; “Daumier 
on Art and the Theatre” Prints and a drawing, 
made for the popular press, that deal with art 
theory, the public 
reception of painting, 
and the performing 
arts; “Shop, Gal-
lery, Studio: The Art 
World in the 17th 
and 18th Centuries” 
Images that depict 
the different sites in 
the rapidly evolving 
art world—some 
real and some more 
imaginary—where 
art was created, dis-
played for the public, 
sold, or discussed. 
q “Well Pressed: 
Highlights from the 
Marmor Collection” 
(Feb. 2) Early and 
late works by Jasper 
Johns, unconvention-
al approaches to the 

print process by Roy Lichtenstein and Claes 
Oldenburg, and representative lithographs by 
Ellsworth Kelly, Richard Serra, and Frank 
Stella. q Through Mar. 30: “Bear Walker Soci-
ety: Explorations in Global Modernism” The 
work of leading Anishnaabe artist Norval Mor-
risseau showing how conventional Anishnaabe 
beadwork and early interactions with Picasso 
impacted the development of his characteristic 
style; “Sensual Splendor: Medieval Art from 
the Cantor Collection” Icons, funerary portrai-
ture, and textiles from Byzantium, the Latin 
West, and Islam evoke the sensual aspects 
of religious and secular ceremonies. q “The 
Bay Area and Beyond: Selections from the 
Museum’s Collection” (Mar. 21) Modern and 
contemporary works dating from the 1950s to 
the present.  

Colorado
Museum of Outdoor Arts, Englewood q 
“Mute Earth: Scott Johnson” (Apr. 11) Sculp-
tural installations that explore the relationship 
between modes of representation and percep-
tion of landscape and architectural space.

Connecticut
Bruce Museum, Greenwich q “Coiled and 
Decorated: Native American Pottery from the 

Bruce Museum Collection” (Mar. 29) Pottery 
shards from functional vessels made in the 
Northeast as well as large, sculptural pieces 
from Native Americans of the Southwest fea-
turing the famed black-on-black ware created 
by the Martinez family from New Mexico. 
q “Antarctica: Photographs by Diane Tuft” 
(Feb. 1) Large-format images that chronicle 
the artist’s expedition to Antartica for the 
National Science Foundation’s Antarctic Artists 
and Writers Program. q “Northern Baroque 
Splendor: The Honenbuchau Collection from 
Liechtenstein; The Princely Collections, Vi-
enna” (Apr. 12) One of the largest collections 
of Northern Baroque art assembled recently: 
Dutch and Flemish 17th-century paintings 
that represent all the genres produced in the 
Lowlands.

winter VIEWSwinter VIEWS

Alson Skinner Clark, In the Locks, 
Miraflores, 1913. Oil on canvas.
In “The Panama Canal at 100,” 

Mint Museum, NC

Randulph Bye, Doylestown Fire Co. No. 1 (Ahrens-Fox Fire Pumper, 1923), 
1992. Watercolor. In “A Sense of Place,” Michener Art Museum, PA
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District of Columbia
National Gallery of Art q “El Greco in the 
National Gallery of Art and Washington-Area 
Collections: A 400th Anniversary Celebra-
tion” (Feb. 16) Seven paintings, one of the 
largest collections of El Greco’s work in the 
U.S., joined by three others from Dumbarton 
Oaks and The Phillips Collection (DC) and the 
Walters Art Museum (MD). q “Degas’s Little 
Dancer” (Feb. 8) Works, including the Little 
Dancer Aged Fourteen, that explore Degas’s 
fascination with ballet and his experimental, 
modern approach to his work. q Through Feb. 
1: “Modern American Prints and Drawings 
from the Kainen Collection” Third and final 
exhibition in a series: a selection of modern 
American prints and drawings from the first 
three-quarters of the 20th century—the period 
leading up to World War II and the move 
toward pure abstraction in the postwar period; 
“From Neoclassicism to Futurism: Italian 
Prints and Drawings, 1800–1925” Prints, 
drawings, and illustrated books.

National Museum of Women in the Arts q 
“Picturing Mary: Woman, Mother, Idea” (Apr. 
12) The image of Mary by Renaissance and 
Baroque artists: works by Botticelli, Dürer, 
Michelangelo, Pontormo, Gentileschi, and Sir-
ani on loan from the Vatican Museums, Musée 
du Louvre, Galleria degli Uffizi, Palazzo Pitti, 
and other public and private collections. 

Smithsonian American Art Museum q “The 
Singing and the Silence: Birds in Contem-
porary Art” (Feb. 22) Coinciding with two 
environmental anniversaries—the extinction 
of the passenger pigeon in 1914 and the estab-
lishment of the Wilderness Act in 1964—that 
highlight mankind’s journey from conquest of 
the land to conservation of it, this exhibition 
explores how artists working today use avian 
imagery to connect with the natural world. q 
“Richard Estes’ Realism” (Feb. 8) Paintings 
that span the 50-year career of a contemporary 

Illinois
Northern Illinois University Art Museum, 
DeKalb q Through Feb. 21: “Local Visions: 
Selections from Area Collections”; “Local 
Views” Works by selected area artists. 

Kansas
Salina Art Center q “Healing Threads/
Cathartic Clay: WAR, TRAUMA, and ART” 
(Feb. 1) The ways in which combat veterans 
and civilians respond aesthetically to the 
experience of war and trauma: on view is the 
work of four activist artists, two civilians and 
two veterans, who have been involved with 
the CombatPaper Project, which developed a 
model for handmade papermaking workshops 
in which combat veterans create works of art 
using paper made from their shredded service 
uniforms.

Maine
Portland Museum of Art q “Aaron T. 
Stephan: To Borrow, Cut, Copy, and Steal” 
(Feb. 8) Known for his take-offs from and 
take-downs of “signature” gestures by artists, 
Stepans presents sculptural installation and 
prints showcasing witty dialogue with the for-
malities of art museums, focusing on pedestals, 
architecture, and mass reproduction. q “The 
Coast and the Sea: Marine and Maritime Art in 
America” (Apr. 26) Marine paintings and mari-
time artifacts: how the early history and culture 
of the U.S. were bound to the sea, particularly 
the Atlantic; it served as a barrier between Old 
and New Worlds; a conduit for the exchange 
of ideas, people, and things; the basis for eco-
nomic activities and personal fortunes. 

Maryland 
Academy Art Museum, Easton q “Bill Viola: 
The Dreamers” (Mar. 1) Video installations, 
distinguished by their precision and direct 
simplicity, focus on universal human experi-
ences—birth, death, the unfolding of  
consciousness. 

realist who paints primarily urban scenes, but 
also landscapes and water scenes. q “Untitled: 
The Art of James Castle” (Feb. 1) Works by 
this profoundly deaf, illiterate, and non-com-
municating artist. 

Florida
Museum of Art Fort Lauderdale, Nova 
Southeastern University, Fort Lauderdale 
q  “American Scene Photography: Martin 
Z. Margulies Collection” (Mar. 22) Images 
dated from the early 1900s to today that reflect 
the collector’s interest in the human condi-
tion and the narrative of American history: 
from the early 1900s, Walker Evans, Lewis 
Hine, Dorothea Lange show poverty, work-
ing conditions, and the vanishing of rural life; 
from the mid-20th century, Berenice Abbott, 
William Eggleston, Lee Friedlander and 
Weegee show urban life and everyday experi-
ence; contemporary photographers Gregory 
Crewdson, Justine Kurland, Ed Ruscha, Alec 
Soth, and Hank Willis Thomas provide new 
visions of American life and landscape. q 
“Café Dolly: Picabia, Schnabel, Willumsen” 
(Feb. 1) French, American, and Danish artists 
brought together reveal surprising connec-
tions between style and techniques that span 
generations and geography: Picabia, the avant-
garde Dada and Surrealist from 1926-1951; 
Schnabel, from the 1980s to the present; and 
visionary Willumsen, from late 19th to mid-
20th centuries. q “Highlights from the Wil-
liam J. Glackens Collection” (Feb. 28) A look 
at Glackens’ versatility, from 1892 to 1938.

Vero Beach Museum of Art q “Restoring 
the Spirit: Celebrating Haitian Art” (Feb. 1) 
Haiti’s artistic output from 1940 to the pres-
ent representing many themes, from Haitian 
history and politics and religious traditions to 
native landscape and scenes of everyday life.

winter VIEWSwinter VIEWS continued

Edgar Degas, Little Dancer Aged Fourteen (detail), 1878–1881.  
Pigmented beeswax, clay, metal armature, rope, paintbrushes, hu-

man hair, silk and linen ribbon, cotton and silk tutu, linen slippers, on 
wooden base. In “Degas’s Little Dancer,” National Gallery of Art, DC
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Washington County Museum of Fine Arts, 
Hagerstown q “The Mirror of Nature: The Art 
of Philip Koch” (Feb. 22) Paintings inspired 
by the color and energy of modern art with an 
eye on the tradition of American landscape 
panoramas from the 19th century. q “The 
Quickening Image: Wax-Resist Drawings of 
Ephraim Rubenstein & David Dodge Lewis—
A Twenty-Year Collaboration” (Feb. 14-Apr. 
12) Two faculty members at distinguished 
colleges who connect to tradition but also push 
the boundaries of technique and style.

Massachusetts
Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston q 
“Adriana Varejão” (Apr. 15) One of Brazil’s 
leading artists shows viewers her response to 
the history of colonization and the construc-
tion of race in Brazil in paintings, sculptures, 
photographs, drawings, and an installation.

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston q “Visiting 
Masterpiece: Gustav Klimt’s Adam and Eve 
(Apr. 27) Part of the museum’s Visiting Mas-
terpiece series, Klimt’s work, on loan from the 
Belvedere Museum in Vienna, appears with  
the museum’s own Two Nudes by Oskar Ko-
koschka. q “Shinique Smith: Bright Matter” 
(Mar. 1) Survey of key works from the past 
decade and introducing new pieces including 
painting, sculpture, full-room installation, vid-
eo, and performance. q “Hollywood Glamour: 
Fashion and Jewelry from the Silver Screen” 
(Mar. 8) Designer gowns and jewelry from the 
1930s and ‘40s focusing on on- and off-screen 
fashion and accessories worn by Gloria Swan-
son, Anna May Wong, Greta Garbo, Marlene 
Dietrich, Mae West, and Joan Crawford—the 
glamour icons of the age. q “National Pride 
(and Prejudice)” (Apr. 12) Works by artists 
who tackle issues of national identity—the 
American Flag, Stonehenge, Chairman Mao 

Zedong—that instill pride in one viewer or 
protest in another. q “Conversation Piece” 
(Mar. 15) Contemporary works blur the lines 
between art and everyday life, asking viewers 
to reconsider the world around them through 
the lens of art. q “Karsh Goes Hollywood” 
(Mar. 8) Portraits of legendary stars—Hum-
phrey Bogart, Judy Garland, Audrey Hepburn, 
Clark Gable, Gregory Peck, and others—by 
the legendary Karsh. q “Truth and Beauty: 
Pictorialist Photography” (Feb. 22) The aim 
of photographers known as Pictorialists, who 
worked around 1900, was to prove the artistic 
merit of photography by strengthening its con-
nection with fine arts, thus the atmospheric, 
poetic nature of the images they produced, 
influenced by Impressionism, Symbolism, and 
the Arts and Crafts movement: Stieglitz, Stei-
chen, Evans, Coburn, Käsebier, and White.  
q “D Is for Design” (Feb. 22) Works on 
paper by an alphabet of artists, architects, and 
designers from the 16th through the 20th cen-
turies: designs for architecture, theater, stained 
glass, furniture, jewelry and silver,  
and textiles. 

Fuller Craft Museum, Brockton q “2014 
Biennial Members Exhibition” (Feb. 15) Stu-
dents, emerging artists, mid-career and estab-
lished professional artists are all represented in 
many mediums and themes.

Fruitland Museum, Harvard q “100 Objects, 
100 Stories, 100 Years at Fruitlands Museum” 
(Mar. 29) Centennial exhibition showcases 
items from the five collections—the Land, the 
Shakers, the Transcendentalists and Reform-
ers, the Native Americans, and American 
Art—chosen by the public for a centennial 
book.

DeCordova Sculpture Park and Museum, 
Lincoln q “Walden, revisited” (Apr. 26) 
Works by contemporary artists who explore 
the influence of Thoreau on art-making today. 
q “The Social Medium: Andy Warhol” (Apr. 
19) Inspired by a gift of an Andy Warhol 
Little Red Book, which contains Polaroids 
taken by Warhol documenting events of his 
life, prompting an examination of the work 
of other artists who also photographed social 
experience—i.e. the continued relevance of 
photography to capture and preserve social 
histories.

Rose Art Museum, Brandeis University, 
Waltham q “Rose Video 05/Gillian Wearing” 
(Mar. 8) Work that documents the dispari-
ties between public and private personas: on 
display is Bully (2010), which explores the 
psyche of the bullies we may have encoun-
tered and that of their victims.

Michigan
Covenant Fine Arts Center, Calvin College, 
Grand Rapids q Through Mar. 7: “Between 
the Shadow and the Light: A Traveling Exhibi-
tion out of South Africa”; “Re-Binding: sacred 
word into sacred object, Linda Ekstrom” q 
Mar. 23-Apr. 25: “Earthwork: Collected Clay 
from East to West”; “Compromised Beauty: 
Jennifer Steensma Hoog.”

Kalamazoo Institute of Arts q “How to 
Return? Contemporary Chinese Photog-
raphy” (Mar. 8) Images taken by Chinese 
photographers documenting their people and 
environment, offering social commentary and 
reflecting both tradition and change. q “Wired 
and Wrapped: Sculpture by Seungmo Park” 
(Mar. 15) Korean artist whose wire sculp-
tures are created by cutting multiple layers of 
wire mesh to create his Maya (“illusion” in 
Sanskrit)—wrapped cast objects and figura-
tive forms. q “Redefining the Multiple: 13 
Japanese Printmakers” (Apr. 26) Centering on 
printmaking and the production of multiples, 
the exhibition presents three-dimensional 
objects and installations, paintings made with 
printmaking tools and techniques, digital  
photographs, and traditionally made prints.

Minnesota
Walker Art Center, Minneapolis q “Liz 
Deschenes” (Apr. 12) A new body of work, re-
configuring the Walker’s seventh-floor gallery 
with a photographic intervention: Making use 
of the medium’s elemental aspects—paper, 
light, and chemicals—she probes disparate 
histories of image production, abstraction, 
architecture, and exhibition making. q “Art 
Expanded 1958-1978” (Mar. 8) Artworks, 
films, archival materials, and ephemera ex-
plore the so-called “expanded arts” scene of 
the 1960s and 70s.

Montana
Missoula Art Museum q “Kate Hunt: Re-
cent Works” (Feb. 21) Newspapers become 
sculptural works. q “Elizabeth Dove: Corpus 
of the Unknowable” (Jan. 31) Collages and 
collagraphs incorporate cut-out dictionary 
definitions—a search for meaning? q “Crow’s 

 Gustav Klimt, Adam and Eve (detail) , 1917–18. Oil on canvas. 
In “Visiting Masterpiece,” Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, MA  
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Shadow Institute of the Arts: Selected Works” 
(Mar. 21) Works from the collection of this 
non-profit organization that provides oppor-
tunities for Native Americans through artistic 
development: contemporary prints here focus 
on traditional Native American art practices 
of the Plateau region. q “Pat Zentz: Trio” 
(Mar. 28) Sound installation the instruments of 
which interact with the outside environment by 
way of rooftop receptors that transmit infor-
mation about the direction and velocity of the 
wind to the instruments which then respond 
acoustically. 

New Jersey
Monmouth Museum, Lincroft q Through 
Mar. 14: “Member Miniatures: Big Art In 
Small Packages” Juried: works no larger than 
12” x 12” when 
framed by artist 
members of the 
museum; 36th 
Annual Juried 
Art Exhibition” A 
variety of genres 
and mediums 
by artists from 
across the U.S. 

Zimmerli Art 
Museum, Rut-
gers University, 
New Brunswick 
q “A Place 
in America: 
Celebrating the 
Legacy of Ralph 
and Barbara 
Voorhees” (Feb. 
8) Prints and 
drawings by 
important artists 
working between 
1880 and the late 
1940s: images 
from rural settings 
to urban landmarks, 
from wilderness to industrial scenes all across 
the nation by the likes of Dow, Stuart Davis, 
Lazzell, Lozowick, Marin, and many more.

New York
Wellin Museum of Art, Hamilton College, 
Clinton q “Alyson Shotz: Force of Nature” 
(Apr. 5) Recent work that draws on scien-
tific methods, mathematical principles, and 
literature, using nontraditional materials such 
as glass beads, linen thread, stainless-steel 
filaments, and welded aluminum to create 
large-scale abstract sculptures.

Hofstra University Museum, Hempstead q 
“Exploring the Centuries: 3rd-20th Century 
Asian Art” (Feb. 8) Works from the museum’s 
collections: woodblock prints, hand painted 
scrolls, metal and sculptural works that high-
light artistic traditions from Asian cultures 
from Japan, China, India, Tibet, and Thailand. 
q “The George W. Bush Presidency: Points 
of Perspective” (Feb. 23-Apr. 10) Documents, 
photographs, paintings, and objects that focus 
on seven points of impact to the nation which 
required George W. Bush administration re-

sponses and decisions: the 2000 Election; Sep-
tember 11, 2001; The War on Terror: Afghani-
stan and Iraq; Hurricane Katrina; the 2008 
Economic Crisis; Social Security Reform; and 
AIDS and Malaria Initiatives in Africa.   

Center for the Arts, Houghton College, 
Houghton q “Drawings, Journals & Prints” 
(Jan. 23) Works inspired by the artist’s home; 
using watercolor and graphite, Charles Ritchie 
investigates his subjects in series of images.

Katonah Museum of Art q “Line Describing 
a Cone” (Feb. 15) Juried exhibition of paint-
ings, drawings, prints, photographs, sculptures, 
videos, and mixed media works by artists liv-
ing in the tri-state area (NY, NJ, CT).

Cooper Hewitt Museum, New York City q 
“Beautiful Users” (Apr. 26) An introduction 
to one of the fundamental changes in design 
thinking over the past half-century: the shift to-
ward designs based on observations of human 
anatomy and behavior.

Grey Art Gallery, New York University, New 
York City q Through Apr. 4: “Abby Grey and 
Indian Modernism: Selections from the NYU 
Art Collection” The founder of the gallery 
pioneered efforts to present Indian modernism, 
which blossomed after Indian independence 
in 1947; “The Left Front: Radical Art in the 
‘Rec Decade.’ 1929-1940” American art made 
during the decade following the stock mar-
ket crash of 1929 and focusing on socially 
conscious themes such as class struggle, labor 
organizing, immigration, socialist mysticism, 
utopian communities, racial justice, and the 
Spanish Civil War.

Jewish Museum, New York City q “Hel-
ena Rubenstein: Beauty is Power” (Mar. 22) 
Selections from Rubenstein’s celebrated art 
collection, dispersed at auction in 1966: works 

Chiachio & Giannone, Ciudad Frondosa (detail). 2011-12. Hand embroidery; cotton, rayon, wool. In “New Territories,” Museum of Arts & Design, NY  

by Picasso, Nadelman, Kahlo, Ernst, Fini, 
Miró, and Matisse, among others; African and 
Oceanic art; miniature period rooms; jewelry; 
clothing designed by Balenciaga, Schiaparelli, 
and Poiret; portraits made by contemporary 
artists from Laurencin to Warhol; vintage ad-
vertisements; cosmetics products; promotional 
films—all describing a woman risen from 
humble origins in small-town Jewish Poland to 
global fame as an icon of female entrepreneur-
ship, leadership in the arts, fashion, design, and 
philanthropy.

Loeb Art Center, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie 
q “XL: Large-Scale Paintings from the Per-
manent Collection” (Mar. 29) Seldom on view, 
these paintings represent the years from 1948 
to 2005 in the museum’s collection: how artists 

have grappled 
with scale for 
the last half-
century.

Museum of 
Arts and 
Design, New 
York City q 
“New Territo-
ries: Labora-
tories for 
Design, Craft, 
and Art in 
Latin Amer-
ica” (Mar. 2) 
The state of 
“making” in a 
global society, 
helping to spur 
a confluence of 
art, design, and 
craft in Latin 
American cit-
ies where new 
directions of 
art and design 

are emerging—
collaborations 

between small manufacturers and craftspersons, 
artists, and designers are examined in view 
of their  effect on society. q “Maryland to 
Murano: Neckpieces and Sculptures by Joyce 
J. Scott” (Mar. 15) Two distinct bodies of work: 
beaded and constructed neckpieces made in 
Baltimore, and blown glass sculptures crafted 
on Murano Island, Venice.

Museum of Modern Art, New York City q 
“Sturtevant: Double Trouble” (Feb. 22) Survey 
of a 50-year career brings together works in 
all the mediums she used—painting, drawing, 
photography, sculpture, film, and video—pro-
ducing her own versions of the works of her 
mid-20th century contemporaries. q “The 
Forever Now: Contemporary Painting in an At-
emporal World” (Apr. 5) Paintings that reflect 
singular approaches to our culture at the begin-
ning of the new millennium—a mixing of past 
styles and genres that identifies our moment 
in painting. q “100 Years in Post-Production: 
Resurrecting a Lost Landmark of Black Film 
History” (Mar. 31) Previously unidentified 
101-year-old film footage thought to be the 
earliest known surviving film featuring a cast 
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of black actors: selections from the film, research 
findings, archival materials, and film stills. q 
Henri Matisse: The Cut-Outs” (Feb. 8) The new 
form of art, the cut-out, that Matisse adopted 
as his primary medium in the 1940s at the end 
of a long career, light up the museum galleries 
with color and contrast in striking and decorative 
compositions. q “The Paris of Toulouse-Lautrec: 
Prints and Posters” (Mar. 22) See Belle Époque 
Paris through the eyes of this singular artist whose 
works described café-concerts and dance halls, 
actors, singers, dancers, women from all strata 
of society, politics, and more in the language of 
the late-19th-century avant-garde. q “Modern 
Photographs from the Thomas Walther Collection, 
1909-1949” (Apr. 26) Berenice Abbott, Florence 
Henri, Kertész, Krull, Moholy, Moholy-Nagy, 
Rodchenko, Stieglitz, Strand, Weston and more 
than 100 others. 

MoMAPS1, New York City  q Through Mar. 
8: “Zero Tolerance” Works by a  selection of 20 
artists from across the globe who address tensions 
between freedom and control as exemplified in 
the 1970s policy in New York City to stand tough 
against vice and crime; “Bob & Roberta Smith: 
Art Amnesty” Artist are given the opportunity to 
either trash or exhibit their work for one last time 
before it is destroyed, and then retire from making 
art; “Francesco Vezzoli: Teatro Romano” With 
help from archaeologists, conservators, poly-
chrome specialists, and a lot of research, Vezzoli 
painted five ancient Roman busts as they would 
have appeared in their original state; “The Little 
Things Could Be Dearer” Among the abbreviated 
and disembodied relationships of the digital age, 
these artists choose to express more direct physi-
cal and emotional relations. 

Museum of the City of New York  q “Letters 
to Afar: Installation by Péter Forgács and The 
Klezmatics” (Mar. 22) A video installation based 
on home movies made by Jewish immigrants who 
traveled from New York back to Poland during the 
1920s and 30s: individual films—“letters”—form 
a single work of art documenting family reunions 
and everyday life in small towns before WWII. 
Hungarian artist Forgács created the installation 
under a commission by the Museum of the His-
tory of Polish Jews in Warsaw and the YIVO In-
stitute for Jewish Research.  q “Jeff Chien-Hsing 
Liao’s New York: Assembled Realities” (Feb. 15) 
Large-scale panoramic photographs of the urban 
landscape, achieved with multiple exposures of the 
same location taken over the course of several hours, 
and resulting in fantastical, complex images.

New-York Historical Society, New York City  q 
“The Works: Salon Style at the New-York His-
torical Society” (Feb. 8) Everything from Asher 
Durand self-portraits to Hudson River School 
landscapes to religious and history paintings, 
hung in salon style, recalling 19th century private 
club exhibitions.  q “Annie Leibovitz: Pilgrim-
age” (Feb. 22) The final stop on a national tour 
of these works that chart a new direction, away 
from staged and carefully lit portraits assigned 
by magazines or ad clients to images that moved 
the artist—all taken between 2009 and 2011.  q 
Through Apr. 19: “Freedom Journey 1965: Pho-
tographs of the Selma to Montgomery March by 
Stephen Somerstein” Historic 50-year-old images, 
taken by 24-year-old City College student Som-

CROSSWORD by Myles Mellor (solution on next page)

Crossword by Myles Mellor

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11

12 13 14 15 16

17

18 19 20 21

22

23 24 25 26

27 28 29

30 31 32 33 34

35 36

37 38 39 40 41

42 43

44 45

Across

1.  Israeli artist who works in black and white (2 words)

5.  The Park Avenue Armory will be displaying a self 
titled installation from this French artist

9.  Matisse's "The ___ Studio"

10.  Jonathan Safran Foer inspired ballet featuring visual 
design by Olafur Elaisson (3 words)

12.  "Steppenwolf" writer

14.  Perfect

17.  Met solo

18.  Central bosses of ancient shields- the Met has 
several examples on display

20.  This tower was the subject of three oil paintings by 
Pieter Bruegel the Elder

21.  This woman appears in many MOBIA displays

23.  Not the real thing

25.  Painter of "Yosemite Valley," Thomas _____

28.  ____ portrait

30.  Charles Wilson Peale painted the portrait of this 
Virginia patriot

31.  "___ now the very witching time of night": Hamlet

33.  Pope Julius II portraitist

35.  Life work's summary

36.  Go up and down

37.  Rarer than rare

40.  More, in Madrid

41.  Innovative

43.  Robert Burns's one

44.  Relating to the work of a Viennese pioneer of 
modern architecture

45.  German engraver

Down

1.  Name of the treasure hoard restored by the Getty 
Museum

2.  Art class models

3.  Base for the Zimmerli Museum

4.  Cold sculpting material, sometimes

5.  Expert

6.  Musical performance

7.  Endow with a gift

8.  John Alexander Harington Bird's painting, "Chestnut 
and Grey Stallions at an ____"

11.  Modernist, for one

13.  ___ Paulo

14.  Woven materials

15.  Word that goes with sprawl and planning

16.  Birthplace of Diego Velazquez

19.  Light brown

22.  Picasso's "Fruit ___, Bottle and Violin"

24.  Piece valued for its age

26.  Founder and Creative Director of Collective Design

27.  Like ruins in Yucatan

29.  Subject common to Judith Leyster, Manet, Monet 
and Georgia O'Keefe

32.  Marker letters

33.  Tacitus or Tiberius, for example

34.  Acted as a model

35.  Two way

38.  Old horse

39.  Samuel's mentor in the Bible

42.  Oregon to the US, abbr.

Across
1. Israeli artist who works in black and white (2 words)
5. The Park Avenue Armory will be displaying a 
     self titled installation from this French artist
9. Matisse’s “The ___ Studio”
10. Jonathan Safran Foer inspired ballet featuring 
      visual design by Olafur Elaisson (3 words)
12. “Steppenwolf” writer
14. Perfect
17. Met solo
18. Central knobs on ancient shields– 
      the Met has several examples on display
20. This tower was the subject of three 
       oil paintings by Pieter Bruegel the Elder
21. This woman appears in many MOBIA displays
23. Not the real thing
25. Painter of “Yosemite Valley,” Thomas _____
28. ____ portrait
30. Charles Wilson Peale painted the portrait  
       of this Virginia patriot

31. “___ now the very witching time of night”: Hamlet
33. Pope Julius II portraitist
35. Life work’s summary
36. Go up and down
37. Rarer than rare
40. More, in Madrid
41. Innovative
43. Robert Burns’s one
44. Relating to the work of a Viennese pioneer  
      of modern architecture
45. German engraver

Down
1. Name of the treasure hoard restored by  
    the Getty Museum
2. Art class models
3. Base for the Zimmerli Museum
4. Cold sculpting material, sometimes
5. Expert
6. Musical performance
7. Endow with a gift
8. John Alexander Harington Bird’s painting, 
  “Chestnut and Grey Stallions at an ____”
11. Modernist, for one
13. ___ Paulo
14. Woven materials
15. Word that goes with sprawl and planning
16. Birthplace of Diego Velazquez
19. Light brown
22. Picasso’s “Fruit ___, Bottle and Violin”
24. Piece valued for its age

26. Founder and Creative Director of Collective Design
27. Like ruins in Yucatan
29. Subject common to Judith Leyster, Manet, 
      Monet and Georgia O’Keefe
32. Marker letters
33. Tacitus or Tiberius, for example
34. Acted as a model
35. Two way
38. Old horse
39. Samuel’s mentor in the Bible
42. Oregon to the US, abbr.
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erstein who accompanied the marchers, that chronicle 
the 1965 march; “Chinese American: Exclusion/Inclu-
sion” A look at the complex relations between China, 
the U.S. and the people of both.

New York Public Library, New York City  q “Sub-
lime: The Prints of J.M.W. Turner and Thomas Moran” 
(Feb. 15) In his efforts to elevate landscape to the level 
then enjoyed by history painting that commonly de-
scribed religious, mythological, and historical events, 
Turner published Liber Studiorum (Book of Studies) 
to convey the full range of nature; Moran was drawn to 
the nature studies and subsequently produced Turner-
esque works of natural phenomena. 

Rubin Museum of Art, New York City  q “Wit-
ness at a Crossroads: Photographer Marc Riboud in 
Asia ” (Mar. 23) B/W photographs taken during the 
mid-1950s and 60s document everyday life in a region 
where cultural and political change were taking place 
presenting the tensions between tradition and post-
war modernity.  q “Francesco Clemente: Inspired by 
India” (Feb. 2) The Indian influences in Clemente’s 
work, transforming ancient symbols, myths, and ideas 
in his own personal visual language of dreamlike 
landscapes, animals, and human figures; a variety of 
themes include sexuality, mythology, spirituality, and 
imaginary narratives of violence, intrigue, fragmenta-
tion, love, separation and jealousy.  q “Masterworks: 
Jewels of the Collection” (Mar. 11) Rotating exhibition 
explores major developments of Himalayan art cover-

ing over 1,000 years.  q “The All-Knowing Bud-
dha: A Secret Guide” (Apr. 13) A set of paintings 
from an album made in 18th-century China that 
illustrate the meditation practice of a primordial 
Buddha central to the Tibetan Buddhist tradition—
one of the only such albums in existence.  

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York 
City  q “Wang-Jianwei: Time Temple” (Feb. 16) 
Three-part exhibition of new work by this influen-
tial, Beijing-based artist—his first solo exhibition in 
the U.S.—noted for his bold conceptualizations and 
decades-long contributions to the Chinese avant-
garde: an installation of painting and sculpture, a 
film, and a performance work in two parts. q “V.S. 
Gaitonde: Painting as Process, Painting as Life” 
(Feb. 11) Retrospective of works by this celebrated 
Indian artist (d. 2001) whose oeuvre represents the 
progress of modern art as it developed in Bombay 
(Mumbai) and New Delhi through the 20th century.

Parrish Art Museum, Water Mill q “Parrish 
Perspectives” (Mar. 15-Apr. 26) A series of con-
centrated exhibitions that describe unique ways of 
thinking about art, artists, and the creative process: 
“Jules Feiffer: Kill My Mother” Large-scale ink 
and watercolor drawings, created many years 
ago for the artist’s first graphic novel, show his 
creative process; “Joe Zucker: Life & Times of an 
Orb Weaver” Drawings—studies for a 1992 print 
project—provide a look into the artist’s working 
process, what he calls a “blue-color, proletarian 
approach”; “Robert Dash: Theme and Variation” A 
series of paintings and works on paper that riff on a 
single image of neighboring Sagg Main Street (he 
lived in nearby Sagaponack on Long Island) and 
create an exploration of color and light.

Leonardo da Vinci, Study for the Angel in the ‘Virgin of the Rocks,’ 
c. 1483. Metalpoint on paper. In “Leonardo da Vinci and the Idea of 
Beauty,” Muscarelle Museum of Art, VA
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North Carolina
Mint Museum of Art, Charlotte q “Con-
necting the World: The Panama Canal at 100” 
(Feb. 1) Paintings and prints, accompanied by 
a variety of ephemera—photographs, books, 
newspapers, and other period material—that 
address the public perception of the canal and 
its impact during this centennial year. q “Be-
yond Craft: Decorative Arts from the Leatrice 
S. and Melvin B. Eagle Collection” (Feb. 22) 
Studio objects made from the mid-1960s to the 
2000s, with a special focus on the 1960s-80s; 
the heart of the collection is in California-
made ceramics.

Oklahoma
Fred Jones Jr. Museum of Art, Norman q 
“Drama, Death, Dirge: Frederic Remington’s 
American West” (Mar. 
8) The Flight, Wounded 
Bunkie, New Year on 
the Cimarron, and The 
Call for Help.

Pennsylvania
Michener Art Mu-
seum, Doylestown 
q “A Sense of Place: 
Paintings by Ranulph 
Bye” (Mar. 1) Admired 
Pennsylvania water-
colorist inspired by his 
native Bucks County, 
Bye rendered rural 
American landscapes, 
seascapes, and build-
ings with a master’s 
hand. q “Starstruck: 
The Fine Art of 
Astrophotography” 
(Feb. 8) Originating 
at the Bates College 
Museum of Art (ME), 
a dazzling look at 
works in this evolving 
field: from landscapes 
and oceans to galaxies, 
moons, and cavernous 
sky objects. q “Spirit 
of the Everyday: Prints 
by Herbert Pullinger” 
(Mar. 29) Wood engravings and wood blocks 
by a native son who pictured the landscapes 
and cities in his own backyard—the state of 
Pennsylvania.

Williams Center for the Arts, Lafayette 
College, Easton q“Anthony Viscardi, Prints 
of Darkness: Shadow Cast Impressions” (Feb. 
22) Scholar-teacher of design and architec-
ture seeks to liberate architecture from the 
constraints of building through exploring the 
phenomenon of shadow. q “Painterly Perspec-
tive” (Mar. 3-Apr. 5) Group show focusing on 
artists’ connections with the landscape.

Barnes Foundation, Philadelphia q “William 
Glackens” (Feb. 2) Survey of a career begin-
ning in Philadelphia when he befriended the 
core group of artists that became known as 
“The Eight” and later, in 1908, exhibited his 

work in their one and only show; paintings and 
works on paper created from the 1890s through 
the 1930s. 

Texas
Kimbell Art Museum, Fort Worth q “Faces 
of Impressionism: Portraits from the Musée 
d’Orsay” (Jan. 25) The character and develop-
ment of the portrait in French painting and 
sculpture from the late 1850s to the beginning of 
the 20th century: Caillebotte, Cézanne, Degas, 
Monet, and Renoir, among others, and those who 
worked beside them.

San Angelo Museum of Fine Arts q “Mexican 
Baroque Masterpieces” (Feb. 1) Works from the 
museum’s collection by two of the greats from 
the Colonial Period. q “West Texas Wunderkam-

mer” (Feb. 1) Recreating the atmosphere of a 
17th-century collector’s cabinet.

Utah
Springville Museum of Art q Through Apr. 26: 
“Portraits of Childhood: Artwork from the  
Permanent Collection of the LDS Church” Chil-
dren working, playing, and learning about the 
world around them; “Beyond Memory: The Day-
dreams of Corinne Geertsen” Pictures assembled 
digitally from photographs creating surreal and 
quirky visual narratives about psychological  
predicaments.

Virginia
Chrysler Museum of Art, Norfolk q “Fractured 
Lens: Picasso, Braque, and Cubism’s Influence” 
(Feb. 22) First in a series of exhibitions, “Col-

lection Conversations,” that pair works from 
the Chrysler collection with masterpieces 
from the National Gallery of Art (D.C). 
The series continues through 2015 and will 
include exhibitions devoted to the art of 
Henri Matisse (Feb.), Arshile Gorky and 
Gustav Klimt (July), and Georgia O’Keeffe 
(Oct.). In “Fractured Lens,” the new aesthetic 
(Cubism) forged by Picasso and Braque is 
displayed in works by artists who adapted 
and altered it. q “Celebrating Smokey Bear: 
Rudy Wendelin and the Creation of an Icon” 
(Feb. 1) Paintings of the firefighting bear 
celebrate Smokey and the 100th anniversary 
of the Virginia Department of Forestry. q 
“Democratic Designs at the Willoughby-
Baylor House” (Apr. 5) The house, built in 
the Federal era, provides an historical setting 

for the museum’s 
collection of 
early Ameri-
can art, made 
by folk with 
limited access 
to professional 
training but with 
an abundance of 
creativity and  
native genius: 
Phillips, Hicks, 
Field, and others.

Muscarelle 
Museum of 
Art, College of 
William & Mary, 
Williamsburg q 
Through Feb. 8: 
“Tree to Moun-
tain: The Wood-
block Prints of 
Toshi Yoshida” 
Prints associated 
with the sosaku-
hanga movement 
in Japanese art, 
which focuses on 
the artist as sole 
creator in con-
trast to traditional 
methods that 

place skills into categories such as drafts-
man, carver, printer and publisher; “European 
Paintings from the Permanent Collection 
and Important Loans” European landscapes, 
portraits, and religious images, from the 
Baroque and Renaissance periods: Titian, 
Velázquez, Giordano, and others; “Kabuki 
Theater Woodcuts” A celebration of the beau-
tiful and the bizarre; “Jacques Callot Studies 
from the Permanent Collection” 17th-century 
French prints from a variety of series. q 
“Leonardo da Vinci and the Idea of Beauty” 
(Feb. 21-Apr. 5) Drawings by Leonardo and 
Michelangelo from Italian museums explore 
the contrasting philosophy of beauty held 
by each of these rivals. q “Tuscan Count-
ess: Matilda of Canossa and the Medieval 
Origins of the Renaissance” (Feb. 7-Apr. 
19) The first monographic exhibition in the 
U.S. dedicated to one of the great leaders and 
women of the Middle Ages.

Adou, Father and Son, 2006. Silver gelatin print. 
In “How to Return,” Kalamazoo Institute of Arts, MI
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 University of Richmond Museums q At 
the Harnett Museum of Art: “Anti-Grand: 
Contemporary Perspectives on Landscape” 
(Mar. 6) q “Garry Winogrand, Family Intima-
cies: Photographs from the Adrienne Judith 
Lubeau-Winogrand Collection” (Apr. 3) q 
Through Apr. 26: At the Harnett Print Study 
Center: “Seeking the Darkness and the Light: 
Drawings of Italy by Ray Ciarrocchi”; At the 
Lora Robins Gallery of Design from Nature: 
“The Life in the Land: Art by Anna Líndal and 
Erling Sjovold.”

Washington
Frye Art Museum, Seattle q “Rodrigo 
Valenzuela: Future Ruins” (Apr. 26) First solo 
museum exhibition features two works created 
for this occasion: a large-scale architectural 
installation, Hedonic Reversal, and a three-
channel video, El Sisifo, based on the myth of 
Sisyphus. 

Henry Art Gallery, University of Washing-
ton, Seattle q “Ann Hamilton: The Common 
SENSE” (Apr. 26) Newly commissioned 
works created after research in and drawn from 
the Burke Museum of Natural History and  
Culture and the University Libraries Special  
Collections’ holdings of costumes, textiles, 
and photographs: images of animal specimens; 
bestiaries and children’s ABC primers; fur, 
feather, and gut garments.

Jundt Art Museum, Gonzaga University, 
Spokane q “Ric Gendron: Rattlebone” (Apr. 
2) Works by a Native American born on the 
Colville Reservation in northeastern Washing-
ton, inspired by the Inland Northwest land-
scape and its wildlife, powwows and celebra-
tions, American music, and pop culture.

Warren Chang, Harvesters Resting, 2008. Oil on canvas. In “Monterey Now,” Monterey Museum of Art, CA

Wisconsin
Woodson Art Museum, Wausau q Through 
Feb. 28: “For the Birds: Rare and Extinct” 
Sampling from a large collection of paintings 
commissioned for a stamp series highlighting 
endangered species; “Birdwatching: Selec-
tions from the Collection” Lose the cold, 
rainy treks, the binoculars, the mosquitoes 
by bird watching indoors at the Woodson; 
“The Art of Collecting: Recent Acquisi-
tions” An array of mediums, sizes, and styles 
from realistic portraits to loosely sketched 
figures and abstract shapes and forms in 
works created over a span of sixty years by 
artists including Dine, Avery, Stella, and 

many more; “Carved & Cast” Small-scale and 
medium-sized sculptures. q Through Feb. 
22: “50 Greatest National Geographic Photo-
graphs” For example: Steve McCurry’s Afghan 
girl, Michael Nichols’ iconic Jane Goodall and 
chimpanzee, Thomas Abercrombie’s never-
before-seen view of Mecca, as well as images 
of anonymous people’s lives and moments in 
nature with animals on land and underwater; 
“James McNeill Whistler: Realism in Print” 
Realistic portrayals of ordinary people and 
places made between the late 1850s and 1880 
reveal Whistler’s stylistic development, shifting 
from heavily hatched and cross-hatched etch-
ings to a lighter Impressionist feel; “En Pointe: 
Central Wisconsin School of Ballet Unmasked” 
Oversized masks designed and created for 
Wausau Dance Theatre’s “Alice in Wonder-
land” celebrate Central Wisconsin School of 
Ballet’s 45th anniversary and its continuing 
collaboration with the Woodson.

Museum of Wisconsin Art, West Bend q 
“Given in Trust: New Gifts to MOWA” (Mar. 
22) More than 100 works, now part of the  
permanent collection, acquired through funds
donated at the Art Ball, as designated purchases 
through individual or foundation donations,
with corporate or family bequests.  q

Peter Blume, Tasso’s Oak, 1957-60. Oil on canvas. 
In “Peter Blume: Nature and Metamorphosis,”
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, PA  
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